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How can we overcome language barriers? 

Abstract----- Statistical machine translation is a promising machine translation technology that can 
learn “how to translate” automatically from bilingual sentence pairs. However, machine translation between 
Japanese and other languages is known to be difficult due to large differences in word order. Our technology 
overcomes this problem by (1) performing an accurate multilingual analysis based on a state of the art 
machine learning technique and (2) reordering foreign words into Japanese word order, based on the 
linguistic characteristics of Japanese. This enables accurate foreign-to-Japanese machine translation for 
written technical documents such as manuals and patents. In future, we plan to overcome language barriers 
for other kinds of documents and spoken languages.  

Katsuhito Sudoh      Linguistic Intelligence Research Group, Innovative Communication Laboratory 
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Statistical machine translation from foreign languages to Japanese 

[Accurate multilingual analysis based on semi-supervised learning] 

[Head Finalization] 

[Statistical machine translation] 

No need to reorder 
*Japanese and Korean have very 

similar word order 

FIG.2 is a sectional view 
          of the control device. 

Based on the characteristics in Japanese: “head words follow their modifier words” 

（He） 
他 她 爱 Reorder English/Chinese 

in Japanese-like word order 
他 她 爱 が を 

head 

FIG.2 は control device 
           of sectional view is. 

図２は制御装置の断面図である。 

Translation rules 
for patent 

Learn 
translation rules 

Bilingual sentences 
(patent) 

Machine 
learning 

 利用鼓风机马达1，使鼓风机 2旋转。 

鼓风机 马达 1 を 利用， 
鼓风机 2 を 旋转 使。 

送風機モータ1を利用して、 
送風機2を回転させる。 

 너트부1의 외주는 6각 
형상으로 형성된다. 

너트부 1 의 외주 는 6 각 
형상 으로 형성 되 ᆫ 다 . 

ナット部1の外周は 
六角形状に形成される。 

view→図: 0.8 
view→見る: 0.1 

… 

Applicable to a 
target domain ~millions of sentences Almost word-to-word translation! 

Word translation 

sectional view 
 → 部分図? 断面図? 

Word reordering 

制御装置 の 断面図? 
断面図 の 制御装置? 

Word segmentation Dependency parsing Applicable to a target domain 
using large-scale data 

Labeled data 
(general domain) 

Labeled data 
(patent) 

Word segmentation and 
dependencies are known  

Unlabeled data (patent) 

Insert Japanese 
particles 

reorder 

English 
Chinese Korean 

No need to reorder 
(already reordered !) 

head 

（Her） 

Our Method 
(1) 

Our Method 
(2) 

Word segmentation and 
dependencies are unknown 


